SCJ: a breakpoint-like distance that simplifies several rearrangement problems.
The breakpoint distance is one of the most straightforward genome comparison measures. Surprisingly, when it comes to defining it precisely for multichromosomal genomes with both linear and circular chromosomes, there is more than one way to go about it. Pevzner and Tesler gave a definition in a 2003 paper, Tannier et al. defined it differently in 2008, and in this paper we provide yet another alternative, calling it SCJ for single-cut-or-join, in analogy to the popular double cut and join (DCJ) measure. We show that several genome rearrangement problems, such as median and halving, become easy for SCJ, and provide linear and higher polynomial time algorithms for them. For the multichromosomal linear genome median problem, this is the first polynomial time algorithm described, since for other distances this problem is NP-hard. In addition, we show that small parsimony under SCJ is also easy, and can be solved by a variant of Fitch's algorithm. In contrast, big parsimony is NP-hard under SCJ. This new distance measure may be of value as a speedily computable, first approximation to distances based on more realistic rearrangement models.